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which we term the "ranking property," in that.

In these cases, one of the strategies shown below for assigning the rankings may be adopted. Set I â€” Ranking
Questions where you Find the Number of People in a Row and the Position of One Person from Both the Ends
is Known One of the ways, in which ranking questions are framed, is where you have to find out the total
number of people in a row and the only data you are given for such reasoning questions is the position of one
person from both the ends. This ranking ensures that a competitor only comes second if they score higher than
all but one of their opponents, third if they score higher than all but two of their opponents, etc. The presenter
can then insert the related information, using the tables. With this strategy, if A ranks ahead of B and C which
compare equal which are both ranked ahead of D, then A gets ranking number 1 "first" and D gets ranking
number 4 "fourth" , and either B gets ranking number 2 "second" and C gets ranking number 3 "third" or C
gets ranking number 2 "second" and B gets ranking number 3 "third". In the first blog post on reasoning
questions, we will discuss the two formulas that will simplify reasoning questions for you. This strategy has
the property that the sum of the ranking numbers is the same as under ordinal ranking. This can be changed in
the Color Scheme feature of the PowerPoint design. Here is an example: Suppose you have the data set 1. The
feature allows the presenter to choose the best colors and themes for the presentation, which make the slides
more appealing to a specific audience. He can also use Excel spreadsheets built into table designs to quickly
sort information by position and number of points. The way to approach to solve such ranking questions is to
get your answer by both the formulas and then based on the options choose your correct answer. Ranks are
related to the indexed list of order statistics , which consists of the original dataset rearranged into ascending
order. This allows readers to determine the best team, player, or company in the field. Thus if A ranks ahead
of B and C which compare equal which are both ranked ahead of D, then A gets ranking number 1 "first" , B
gets ranking number 2 "joint second" , C also gets ranking number 2 "joint second" and D gets ranking
number 4 "fourth". However, the diagram will be slightly different this time because we reverse the position of
A and B in the row. The rankings can be used in determining the employee of the month, based on a fixed
rubric of points. In some other cases, descending ranks are used. In these examples, the ranks are assigned to
values in ascending order. The number of ranking numbers that are left out in this gap is one less than the
number of items that compared equal. Set II â€” Ranking Questions where you Find the Position of a Person
from one End and the Position of the Person from other End is Known Another way in which ranking
questions are asked in competitive exams, is where you have to find the position the person from one end of
the order and the position from the other end is already given. For this reason, it is used in computing Borda
counts and in statistical tests see below. Examples include:. For example, the numerical data 3. Some kinds of
statistical tests employ calculations based on ranks. This leads to increased sales without increased advertising
costs. Solution 1: From the concept discussed above, you know that ranking questions that need you to find
the total number of people in a group can be solved by use of the formula- Substituting values in the above
formula we get- Total No. A common shorthand way to distinguish these ranking strategies is by the ranking
numbers that would be produced for four items, with the first item ranked ahead of the second and third which
compare equal which are both ranked ahead of the fourth. Problem 1: Rahul ranked 9th from the top and 38th
from the bottom in a class.


